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Tanzania, Rwanda & Burundi 1:1,200,000 Travel Map, waterproof, GPS-compatible, REISE This

map is waterproof and tear-resistant, highly suitable for tropical conditions, double-sided to provide

the best balance between a good scale and a convenient sheet size (size 100 x 70 cm / 39.5 x 27.5

in) with topographic and tourist information. The country is divided into east and west sections with a

generous overlap and coverage also includes Rwanda and Burundi.  Topography is presented by

altitude colouring with contours and spot height. Seasonal water features, swamps, salt lakes and

mangroves are indicated. Road network includes unsurfaced local roads and seasonal tracks, and

indicates driving distances on main and secondary roads and locations of petrol stations. Border

crossings are clearly marked. Railways, local airfields and ferry routes, both coastal and on Lake

Tanganyika, Lake Kivu and Lake Nyasa, are also shown and internal administrative boundaries are

presented with names of the provinces.  National parks and nature reserves are prominently

marked. Symbols highlight various places of interest, including selected hotels, campsites and

lodges, viewpoints, archaeological sites, rock paintings, wells and water tanks, medical facilities,

beaches and diving sites, etc. The map has a latitude and longitude grid at intervals of at

1Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â°, plus an extensive index of localities with a separate list of national parks and reserves.

Multilingual legend includes English, the map is indexed. High quality German cartography.  Also

included is a street plan of central Dar Es Salam showing various tourist facilities and places of

interest.
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